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Abstract 
A Mobile network is having one of the leading the problem 
with internal node attack or the false representation of any 
external node as the internal node. One of such internal node 
attack is the black hole attack. The blackhole node basically 
captures the communication from the specific source node 
and will not forward it to the actual sink node. In this paper, 
the study of the AODV attack is defined along with a 
defense mechanism is suggested to provide safe 
communication in case of multiple blackhole nodes over the 
mobile network. This paper aims to provide the reliable safe 
communication in case of black hole attack.  
Keywords:  Black Hole, Defence Mechanism, MANET, 
multiple blackhole. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
A Mobile network is the effective distributed 
communication network that contains the hybrid 
communication nodes along with hybrid communication 
approach. The hybridization in such network is present in 
terms of node type, communication channel, communication 
medium, type of data etc. Because of this, it becomes 
critical to provide the security mechanism to such kind of 
network. The situation becomes more critical when the 
inclusion of the unknown nodes is allowed to the network. 
This unknown node can be some malicious node that can 
perform the network attack and destroy or reveal the 
network information. To identify such kind of attack, the 
first work is to analyze the behavior of the attack. Different 
kind of network nodes are having different behaviors over 
the network as well as having the different impact on the 
network. Some of the most common attacks and their 
impact is shown in figure 1. These attacks include the DOS 
attack, wormhole attack and the blackhole attack. The attack 
behavior anlaysis is defined in this table.  This table is also 
showing the preventive action that can be taken to reduce 

the attack impact and to perform the safe communication 
over the network. 
 
 

Table 1 : Behavior of Different Attacks 
 

Attack Activity Action against 
Attack 

DOS Attack 
(Flooding, 
Jamming) 

Delay The packet delivery 
time will be 
increased than 
normal 

AODV, 
Wormhole, DOS 

Packet Drop The packet does not 
arrive to the 
destination node so 
that throughput is 
decreased 

Phinising Modify The information of a 
packet is modified, 
the outgoing packet 
is not same to the 
actual packet sent 

counterfeiting Fabricate Some information is 
included with the 
packet, the sending 
packet and the 
outcome packet is 
not same. 

AODV, Wormhole Misrouting Modify the route of 
the packet 

 
As we can see, the impact of different kind of attacks is 
shown in the table. These attack processing is further 
analyzed and relative action is performed. The working of 
the blackhole attack is described here under. 
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A) Blackhole Attack:  
 
Blackhole is the most critical attack type in mobile network. 
In this attack, the attacker node capture the communication 
of the victim node and will not forward it to the next 
neighbor. It gives the data loss over the network. The data 
loss occurs over the network as the packet forwarding is 
blocked by the blackhole attack. The basic process of 
blackhole attack is shown in figure 1.  

 
Figure 1: Blackhole Attack 

 
As shown in the figure, the blackhole node is applied on 
node 3. As the source node 1 perform the communication, 
the attacker node 3, accept the communication but will not 
forward it to next node 5.  
 
B) Internal Blackhole Attack 
 
The internal Black hole attack fit between the source and the 
sink node and deviate the active route. This attacker node 
work as the malicious node and disturb the network 
communication route. The internal attack is more vulnerable 
against the network formation because of the authentication 
of these nodes are accepted. Such kind of misbehaving 
nodes affects the integrity of the network. 
 
C) External Blackhole Attack 
 
The external blackhole stay outside the network but disrupt 
the network in different ways. To disturb the network 
communication, it creates the congestion over the network. 
These points related to these kind of attack are listed here 
under 
 

• The malicious node detects the information about 
the active route respective to the sink node 

• The attacker  node send the true route reply to the 
source node including the destination node address. 
It also represents the node sequence and set itself at 
the top position of the sequence/  

• The attacker node also sent the reply to the nearest 
active node and build an active route between the 
nose and represent itself as the sink node 

• The victim node accept the route reply and perform 
the communication to the attacker node. But the 
attacker node does not broadcast this information 
to next neighbors. 

• The new route is constructed and communication is 
performed on this new route and the information is 
captured by the blackhole node. 

• The forwarding communication is blocked to the 
next hop so that the packet loss is detected at the 
sink node 

II. EXISTING WORK 
 
The work already done by the earlier researchers in the area 
of blackhole detection is performed. The work done by the 
earlier researchers is discussed in this section. 
 
Peter Marbach has defined work on the selfish node 
detection and evaluation of the transmission cost respective 
to the protocol design was proposed. Author defined 
transmission cost analysis based on the packet transmission 
and congestion analysis approach. In this paper, author has 
defined an intuition analysis approach for the investigation 
of the communication[1]. Another work on the selfish node 
detection in wireless network was presented by Yongwei 
Wang in year 2005. Author defined the analysis on the 
forced cooperation of nodes. A neighborhood monitoring 
system was defined by the author and the network faireness 
is evaluated under the energy efficiency estimation. Author 
defined the light weight solution for the detection of the 
attack and to save the battery consumption in mobile 
network[2]. A reputation analysis approach for the selfish 
node detection was proposed by Tamer Refaei in year 2005. 
Author defined the reputation analysis approach under the 
neighborhood estimation approach. Author also explore the 
effectiveness of the selfish node by reducing the false 
positive nodes so that the reliable communication will be 
performed over the network[3]. A work on the selfish node 
detection and the network pattern analysis was presented by 
Claude Crepeau in year 2007, Author presented a new 
secure on demand protocol that provided the Robust source 
routing. This routing approach was integrated by the 
authentication mechanism so that the reliable 
communication will be performed over the network. Author 
has reduce the packet drop over the network [4]. 
A auction based analysis was defined as the improvement to 
the AODV protocol by Cenker Demir. Author defined a 
selfish node analysis approach by bidding to end to end 
nodes. Author performed the analysis under the time and 
data communication parameters and identifies the effective 
intermediate node so that the reliable communication will be 
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performed. Author defined a natural extension to the AODV 
protocol so that the effective communication will be 
performed over the network [5].  A work on the node 
behavior analysis was performed by using the topology 
design. This work includes the study of the network under 
the game theory and topology analysis. This work includes 
the dynamic route identification under the coverage 
communication analysis. Author defined the effective 
communication with the help of centralized algorithms [6]. 
A work on the selfish node detection and performing the 
reliable communication in case of reliable communication. 
Author defined the host based analysis to perform the 
effective channel and to perform the reliable communication 
over the network[7].  A delay analsyis approach for the 
detection of selfish node over the network was proposed by 
Chufeng Liu in year 2008. Author used the markov model 
approach for the attack detection and to perform the reliable 
communication over the network. The analytical model 
along with delay analysis was presented in this work[8]. A 
network throughput analysis based modeling of the selfish 
node in the mobile network was presented by Chungeng 
Liu. Author defined the DCF approach for the load analysis 
and to perform the effective reliable communication over 
the network. Author defined a traffic load analysis approach 
under the DSSS and wireless MAC so that the throughput 
analysis will be performed over the network[9] 
 
A work on the impact analysis of selfish node in multicast 
network was proposed by sankarswary in year 2010. Author 
defined a new MAODV protocol to provide the reliable 
communication and handle the security aspects[[10].  A 
work on the selfish node detection in mesh network by 
Fahad T. Bin  Author performed the legitimate node 
analysis for attack detection and provided the safe 
communication route[11]. 
 

III.  PROPOSED WORK 
 

In this paper. a solution is proposed, that is an enhancement 
of the basic AODV routing protocol, which will be able to 
avoid and detect black holes. To reduce the probability it is 
proposed to wait and check the replies from all the 
neighboring nodes to find a safe route. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Solution to Black hole 
 
According to this proposed solution the requesting node 
without sending the DATA packets to the reply node at 
once, it has to wait till other replies with next hope details 
from the other neighboring nodes. After receiving the first 
request it sets timer in the „Timer Expired Table‟, for 
collecting the further requests from different nodes. It will 
store the „Sequence number, and the time at which 
thepacket arrives, in a Collect Route Reply 
Table‟(CRRT)[8]. After the timeout value, it chooses first 
two paths with the next hope details to transmit the DATA 
packets and simultaneously send same DATA packets along 
with first path and along with second path and check the 
DATA packets arrive at next hope node. If the DATA 
packets receive at next hope node, it automatically generates 
2 ACK acknowledgments and sends it back on same link to 
inform to the sending node. If the DATA packets will 
become unable to receive at next hope node then it will not 
generate any acknowledgment. From this the immediate 
node to the next hope node along with the same link which 
becomes unable to send the 2 ACK acknowledgments will 
be a malicious node. Then it chooses another link which 
transmits DATA packets to the next hope node for whole 
transmission. Thus Black hole attacks can greatly be 
detected and reduced and DATA packets can be transmitted 
along with chosen path[9]. 
 
Thus black hole down the overall performance of the 
network. Current solutions may both found node attacks the 
network at the time of route finding and start acting as if it 
has the correct path for the destination. This cause serious 
problem in the operations and services of the networks 
.They may lead to the problem of system failure in terms of 
network availability. It makes the ad hoc node unable to 
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transmit and receive information. This eventually brings the 
intrusion too late or produce a heavy network overhead. 
Many solutions are assuming as if there is only one black 
hole node in the network but black hole attack can be 
cooperative. A black hole attack increases network 
overhead, decreases the network’s lifetime by boosting 
energy consumption, and finally destroys the network[10]. 
 
Our approach is derived from conventional wisdom to study 
abnormal behavior of malicious node when alert about 
presence of detection mechanism with the help of sequence 
numbers and route request logs where we expect activity in 
case of malicious node would go down. The performance of 
the proposed Solution will be evaluated in terms of 
detection rate, false positive rate and detection time. The 
detection rate is a proportion of malicious nodes that were 
correctly reported as being malicious and the false positive 
rate is a proportion of normal nodes that were erroneously 
reported as being malicious. Those are already well defined 
measures in intrusion detection schemes. 
 
Since a detected sinkhole node is dispossessed out of the 
network and is never involved in the network, sinkholes 
must be detected carefully to lower the false positive rate 
with a high detection rate[11]. We are presenting intrusion 
detection system to detect the blackhole attack on AODV in 
WSNs. This detection system is based on HMM based 
approach. It is the predictive probabilistic approach on 
which the probability will be checked on next hop under the 
different analytical parameters. The major issue in various 
detection systems is the use of only one factor for the 
identification of misbehavior of a node and also some 
detection systems use centralized approach for the detection 
purpose. We proposes a  system in which the improvement 
is by making use of two factors i.e. destination sequence 
number and forward packet ratio for the detection system.  
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, an effective HMM improve neighbor node 
analysis approach is suggested to identify the blackhole 
attack over the network. This approach is the probabilistic 
approach along with statistical analysis that perform the 
analysis based on the packet communication sequence and 
the packet forwarding ratio analysis.  
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